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David drops in . . . throws a two day blowout redecorating the dorms. Quality Inn stock jumps four points in active trading.
After the 90 mph winds subsided, debris and students settled wherever they could. Skies soon clear and people reach out to new spaces and faces.
Sub Tropical Fluids:
great for immersion and ingestion and when contaminated with the proper river sediments can be applied externally for the cure of various skin disorders.
As the quarter progresses, so do we . . .
The sun, the sand, puddle baths help to pass the time, and the pipe square gets assembled one more time.
“See Charlie, I can even do it with my eyes closed.”
Opportunities abound
for self expression ...
bum-out a dog with your dischords . . . .
display your better features,
or borrow a roommate’s wheels
for a spin out in the Savannahs.
Individuals being who they choose and living with the results keeps everything animated and . . .
... slightly unhinged.
Beneath every student’s technical austerity there exists a bedrock of innocent lunacy struggling for expression uhh . . .
"... "And J&B ain't a bad place to do it huh?"
1. Jim Griffin
2. Gerald Toussley
3. John Sullivan
4. Hal Kiler
5. Steve Pescoe
6. John O'Brien
7. Bruce Bick
8. Charlie Hunchin
9. Dick McCoy

Volleyball
Whisbee Frisbee
Girls exercise classes are keeping them fit and trim?
1. Mike Kibby
2. Berrie Wright
3. Bob Humm
4. Daniel M.
   Sokolovsky
5. Dave Pifer
6. Laurence Vogel
7. Bob Evans
8. Jackie Davison
9. Ed Clark
10. Gary Perez

Naturalist Society
Sail Club

Aquaculture Society
1. Leigh Trocine
2. Alice Lee
3. Tom Nelson
4. Gary Luce
5. Kevin Donovan
6. Bernie Wrigth
7. Craig Mansel
8. Steve Cmes
9. Peter Fulmer
10. Cher Mohr
11. Megan Davis
12. Frank Colcord
13. Mark McDougal
14. Steve Terwilliger
15. Bert Furman
16. Phillip Murphree
1. Tom Nielsen, President
2. Craig Monset, Treasurer
3. Megan Davis, Communication Director
4. Beir Furman, Vice President

L/R: Jim Johnson, Chuck Brenn, Chester Mohr, Rich Fowler, Chief Justice Bob West

Student Court
Med. Tech. Society


Tequila Club
Dive Club

Food Co-op
What Words of Wisdom
Would you give to an underclassman?
Make it or HIT?
No matter what they say, student life is the best kind of living — Enjoy it while you can.

Francisco Martinez, OT

What you don’t have in your head you’ve got in your feet.

David Pilkett, ET
Abolish Klezgorn in your lifetime

Cindy Crowell OT

Expect the Spanish Inquisition

Danny Hoslett

The glory of the good is in their consciences and not in the tongues of Men.

Jesús A. Ortiz, and Margarita F. Porre de Ortiz
FIT is like S & M. You pay to be tortured and in the end you’re satisfied. Deon Roussinos  OT

Never trust the answer in the back of the book. Dava Bemylak  OT

Strive towards Bo-Dosm, that is, relax and enjoy, it will get done. Jeff McLaughlin  OT
No matter how worthless a day may seem, enjoy it for all it's worth, because the best days are forever.

Deby Short Aquaculture

As a student, be personally creative in your uniqueness, but above all, as a fellow human being, always, always be A DO-GO!!

Frank S. Colcord OT
Lead, Follow, or Get out of the way

Anthony Russell Stanford OT

Darry Albright OT

If life gives you lemons, make lemonade.

Frank Ervalino OT
Talk to your instructors

STUDY

Terese Giordano Aquaculture
Enrique Osorio Aquaculture

O'buky Ebetomiyi Aquaculture

Mira Aryanpour OT
To study as hard and as long as possible so to achieve one's goal in life.
William J. Mahour OT

And Jesus answered saying "Have faith in God." Mark 11:22
Steve Verwilgen OT, ET
The mangroves grow from seedlings. I learned at FIT — the mind grows through learning, so don't be closed-minded. Because, even at FIT, you can be taught to be open-minded.

Keith McCarron, ET

I owe it all to my parents, clean living and the Dr. Bill show.

Louis M. Andreozzi, Jr, OT
Be Creative!

D.K. Nguyen

When your knee deep in alligators it's hard to remember your supposed to drain the swamp, but don't give up.

Tom Nieseth ET

Steven K. McWilliams OT
Decide on a worthwhile goal, believe in it, and work toward it.

Gal Woon Aquaculture

Good Wind and Good Weather

Maria Clara Calero Aquaculture

Rise from your sleepless slumber Your more than sand on the seashore Your more than a number (Bob Marley)

Michael L. Young OT
Buy stock in engineering graph paper and improve your mind with backgammon.

Keith D. Burkart, OT

The greatest tool you can utilize to achieve success at FIT, is confidence in yourself to achieve any goal.

Rudy Traha, OT

Tom Little, OT
Mann Bradburn OT

Dill Arnold OT

Set your priorities and try not to forget them, too often.
John Wolpert OT
Know your destiny. In the abundance of water the fool is thirsty.
Guy Santoro OT

To everything there is a season and a time to every purpose of living.
Beatrice M. Sols ET

Don’t jump in the water if you can’t swim. (D. Marley)
Bob Berry OT
This page cancelled
due to student apathy!
FIT
Budweiser
Super Sports Teams
Spring Fling
SPONSORS

DGR Television
Hillside Café
Lad-N-Losie
The Lamplighter
Johns Beauty Salon
MacMillan & Shear PA
Charles O. Phillips orthopedic surgeon
Darmin Pitman
Snook Nook Bait & Tackle

Complete Italian Menu
Voted #1 Pizza by Stuart News
½ mile N. of Jensen causeway
229-1916

SUNRISE SURF SHOP

Complete line of surfwear and surfgear
Skateboards and Rollerskates
Rentals and Repairs
10% discount to students

JENSEN DIAMOND UNISEX BEAUTY SALON

PHONE 334-2688

We specialize in
Hair Do's  Hair Straightening
Style Cuts  Manicure
Blower Styling  Pedicure
Men's Hair Styling  Facials
Scalp Treatment  Eyebrows
Permanent Waving  Make Up
Hair Coloring  Wig Styling

PARKING IN REAR

2679 N.E. DIXIE HIGHWAY • SR 707
Person to Person Banking

JENSEN BEACH BANK

Serving You at Two Convenient Locations
Main Office on Commercial Street
Branch Office in Jensen Beach Plaza

Telephone 334-4900

A Full Service Bank Member FDIC
Well now that it's all over I can look back at the year and recall all of the exciting times we at the Leviathan have had. I can still hear the loud blare of the stereo and the low grumble of the freshmen staff members. How I long for those cool humid nights in the darkroom, coming out of that cave at sunrise with wide eyes and tingling skin. Most of all I can remember my friends stopping by to and from the Rat, keeping me motivated to work away into the night. I would mention them all but they know who they are so I won’t waste the ink. Special thanks goes out to Jim Johnson who told it exactly like it was in the opening section and to Mark Churches and Jackie Davison for their photos. With a twist of his arm Martin Bradburn drew the snarly Leviathan on the front cover along with some other revealing artwork. I would especially like to thank Mr. Bill Brokaw who raised me through my photographic puberty and on to tackle a beast. “Thanks Bill!” for your motivating conversation and darkroom expertise.

Conned Leviathan evolved back in 1977 with a keen group of students (no longer at FIT) who weren’t afraid to say things needed changing. This year marks the fourth and possibly final volume of the Leviathan. Unless more students get involved there is a danger there will be no student publication on the Jensen Beach campus because 1 or a few students do not want to labor with the whole responsibility. Do what you can for the students of FIT. Don’t let the Leviathan or it’s vigor die!
Photography and Darkroom

D.K. Nguyen
Andy Juers
Bob Weber
Cher Mohr
Steve Reeves

Dave Roberts
Mark
"A toast to PFM, who made us realize the burger-in-a-box really could taste like a full course meal."